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Abstract

We address the issue of time varying persistence of shocks to macroeconomic

time series variables by proposing a new and parsimonious time series model� Our

model assumes that this time varying persistence depends on a linear combination

of lagged explanatory variables� where this combination characterizes the business
cycle regimes� The key feature of our model is that an autoregressive parameter

takes larger values only when this indicator variable exceeds a stochastic threshold�

The parameters and the �lags of the� variables that constitute the indicator variable

have to be determined from the data� Other forms of censoring amount to straight�

forward extensions� Our application to US unemployment shows that the model

�ts very well� A linear combination of lagged �di�erenced� industrial production�

oil price� interest spread and stock returns amounts to an adequate indicator of an

upcoming recession� which corresponds with explosive behavior of unemployment�

Also� the out�of�sample forecasts from our model oftentimes improve those from

linear and other nonlinear models�
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� Introduction

There is ample empirical evidence for asymmetries in the business cycle� Usually these

asymmetries are found to correspond to di�erent dynamic properties over the business cy�

cle of time series of aggregated macroeconomic variables like output and unemployment�

Early references and important more recent studies include Neft�ci ��	
��� Hamilton ��	
	�

and Terasvirta and Anderson ��		��� among many others� An interesting object of re�

search� which corresponds to these asymmetries� relates to the question whether shocks to

macroeconomic aggregates have di�erent long�run impact across the business cycle stages�

see for example Beaudry and Koop ��		�� and Elwood ��		
�� In the present paper� we

also address this issue of time varying persistence of shocks� by proposing a new and

parsimonious time series model and applying it to US unemployment�

Our new �nonlinear� time series model contains a couple of features� which are in clear

distinction to related models proposed in the literature� First of all� we allow the time

varying persistence of shocks to depend explicitly on exogenous variables� which together

characterize the business cycle� This in contrast to related time varying parameter models�

such as for example the stochastic �or randomized� unit root process� see Granger and

Swanson ��		�� and Leybourne� McCabe and Tremayne ��		��� where the generating

mechanism for the parameter variation is purely random� Consequently� these models

need the Kalman �lter for parameter estimation� see also Grillenzoni ��		��� whereas our

model yields closed�form expressions for the likelihood� Secondly� by making persistence

to depend on exogenous variables� where the dependence has to be estimated using the

available data� we do not a priori assume knowledge of the business cycle peaks and

troughs� In fact� a useful by�product of our model is that we can estimate the turning

points� based on the data at hand� As we are uncertain about the exact dates of these

turning points� we introduce an additional error term� which indicates the con�dence we

can have about the obtained chronology� Finally� and this is mainly governed by our

application to unemployment data� we impose that the persistence of shocks is higher

in recessions than in expansions� This corresponds with the �ndings in Blanchard and
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Summers ��	
�� and Bianchi and Zoega ��		
�� where it is found that in recessions

unemployment tends to display seemingly explosive behavior� It must be stressed here

though that our model can easily be adapted for other applications�

The outline of our paper is as follows� In Section � we introduce our AutoRegressive

model with Censored Latent E�ects Parameters �AR�CLEP�� As we aim to allow for an

increase of the persistence �AR parameter� in recessions only� we introduce censored latent

e�ects of lagged explanatory variables� In Section �� we outline some possible extensions of

our basic model and we compare it with closely�related nonlinear models� In Section �� we

apply our model to monthly US unemployment� and compare its out�of�sample forecasting

quality with some of its alternatives� Finally� in Section � we conclude with a few remarks�

� The AR�CLEP Model

In this section we start o� with a discussion of the representation of the simple AR����

CLEP model� Next� we consider parameter estimation in Section ���� and the construction

of residuals for diagnostic purposes in Section ���� Finally� in Section ��� we show how

out�of�sample forecasts can be generated�

��� Representation

Consider the following AR��� model with a time varying autoregressive parameter for a

time series fytgTt��

yt � �� ��� �t�yt�� � �t� ���

where �t � NID��� ��
��� and �t is a censored latent variable de�ned by

�t �

�
x�t� � ut if x�t� � ut � �
� if x�t� � ut � �

���

with ut � NID��� ��
u�� xt a �k� �� vector of exogenous variables including a constant and

with � an unknown �k � �� parameter vector� Hence� the autoregressive parameter of

the AR model equals � unless x�t� is larger than the stochastic threshold level �ut� in
which case the AR coe�cient equals � � �t� indicating that there is more persistence in
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the time series� Notice that �t is not �xed� but takes values that depend on xt and �� If

�u � �� ��� with ��� reduces to a threshold model with a nonstochastic threshold value�

By allowing ut �� �� we introduce more uncertainty concerning the timing of a higher

degree of persistence�

As �t in ��� is a latent variable we can only make probability statements about its

values� The probability that �t � � equals the probability that x�t� � ut � �� that is

Pr��t � �jxt� �
Z �x�

t
�

��

�

�u
	�ut
�u�dut � �

��x�t�
�u

�
� ���

where 	��� and ���� are the probability density function �pdf� and the cumulative density

function �CDF� of the standard normal distribution� respectively� The probability that

�t �� � is thus given by

Pr��t �� �jxt� �
Z �

�x�
t
�

�

�u
	�ut
�u�dut � �� �

��x�t�
�u

�
� �

�
x�t�

�u

�
���

The expected value of the autoregressive parameter �� �t follows from

E��tjxt� � Pr��t � �jxt� E��tj�t � �� xt� � Pr��t �� �jxt� E��tj�t �� �� xt�

� � � �

�
x�t�

�u

��
x�t� � �u

	�x�t�
�u�

�� ���x�t�
�u�
�

� x�t� �

�
x�t�

�u

�
� �u	

�
x�t�

�u

�
�

���

where we use that if z � N�a� ��� then

E�zjz � b� � a� �
	��b� a�
��

�� ���b� a�
��
� ���

see Johnson and Kotz ��	��� p� 
��
���

��� Estimation

The parameters in the model ��� with ��� can be estimated using maximum likelihood�

The model parameters are given by � � f�� �� ��� �� �ug� To derive the likelihood function�
we �rst consider the pdf of yt given its past contained in Yt�� � fyt���    � y�g and given

�t� that is�

f�ytjYt��� �t� �� �
�

��
	

�
et � �tyt��

��

�
 ���
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Note for ��� that we write �t as the di�erence between et � yt � � � �yt�� and �tyt���

to indicate that the pdf is conditional on �t� To obtain the unconditional pdf of yt given

Yt��� we have to integrate over the unobserved variable �t� Therefore� the unconditional

pdf of yt given Yt�� and xt equals

f�ytjYt��� xt� �� � Pr��t � �jxt�f�ytjYt��� xt� �t� ��j�t��

�

Z �

�x�
t
�

�

�u
	

�
ut
�u

�
f�ytjYt��� xt� �t� ��j�t�xt��utdut� �
�

where Pr��t � �jxt� is de�ned in ���� The log likelihood function simply equals the sum

of the logarithms of these unconditional pdfs� that is�

L�YT jXT � �� �

TX
t��

ln�f�ytjYt��� xt� ���� �	�

where XT � �xT �    � x��� This likelihood function can be maximized using standard

numerical optimization algorithms� like for example Gauss�Newton� For further use� in

the appendix we derive the �rst order derivatives of the log likelihood function� which

determine the �rst order conditions and provide estimators for the standard errors� We

can decrease the computational burden of calculating the integral in �
� using
Z �

b

�

��
	�z
���

�

��
	��z � a�
���dz

�

Z �

b

�

��
p
��

exp���

�
�z
���

��
�

��
p
��

exp���

�
��z � a�
���

��

�
�

����
p
��

exp�
a�

�
������

� � ���
� ��

Z �

b

�

�
	��z � ���

� ��a�
��dz

�
�

����
p
��

exp�
a�

���
�

���
��
� � ���������

� ��a� b�
��

����

where �� �
��
�
��
�

��
�
���

�

� Note that in our case z � ut� �� � �u� �� � ��
yt��� b � �x�t�� and
a � �yt � �� � x�t��yt���
yt���

Once the parameters are estimated� we can have a closer look at the value of �t� The

conditional probability that �t � � given Yt and xt equals

Pr��t � �jYt� xt� �
Pr��t � �jxt�f�ytjYt��� xt� �t� ��j�t��

f�ytjYt��� xt� ��
 ����
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These probabilities can be used to analyze whether there is a higher degree of persistence

at time t� For this purpose we use the conditional expected value of �t given Yt� which

reads as

E��tjYt� xt� �

R�
�x�

t
�
�x�t� � ut�

�
�u

	
�

ut
�u

�
f�ytjYt��� xt� �t� ��j�t�x�

t
��utdut

f�ytjYt��� xt� ��
� ����

which gives an estimate of the additional persistence in the time series at time t�

��� Residuals and Diagnostics

As the added autoregressive parameter �t in the AR�CLEP model is unobserved� there

are several options to calculate residuals� Here� we de�ne residuals as the expectation of

�t given Yt and xt

��t � E��tjYt� xt�

� E�yt � ��� ��yt�� � �tyt��jYt� xt�

� yt � ��� ��yt�� � E��tjYt� xt�yt���

����

where E��tjYt� xt� is de�ned in ����� These residuals can be used in diagnostic tests of the

adequacy of the model�

To test for the presence of serial correlation in the residuals we consider the auxiliary

regression

��t � � � ���t�� � �t ����

The null hypothesis of no �rst order serial correlation �� � �� can be tested using an F �

test� Tests for higher order serial correlation can be constructed by adding higher order

lags of ��t� Likewise� the hypothesis of no �rst order ARCH e�ects can be examined via

the auxiliary regression

���t � �� ����t�� � �t ����

The null hypothesis corresponds with the restriction � � �� and it can again be tested

with an F �test� Tests for higher order ARCH e�ects proceed in the same way� Finally�

we construct a ����� test for normality of the residuals�
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��� Forecasting

The AR�CLEP model in ��� and ��� uses exogenous variables to explain the parameter

variation the time series model� Forecasts from this model are therefore conditional on

the values of these explanatory variables�

First� we consider the out�of�sample forecast of the value of the AR coe�cient� A fore�

cast for �T�� given XT�� is given by the unconditional expectation of �T�� given xT���

see ���� Multi�step ahead forecasts of �t can be computed in the same way� If the vector

xt contains lagged explanatory variables� some of their future values may be known at

time T � However� for multi�step ahead forecasts it is likely that some future values of

the explanatory variables are unknown at time T and that they themselves have to be

replaced by forecasts�

The one�step ahead forecast at time T conditional on YT and xT�� follows from

E�yT��jYT � xT��� �

Z �

��

yT��f�yT��jYT � xT��� ��dyT��� ����

where f�yT��jYT � xT��� �� is de�ned as in �
�� In general� the h�step ahead forecast�

conditional on �xT�h�    � xT��� and YT � equals

E�yT�hjYT � xT�h�    � xT��� �Z �

��

� � �
Z �

��

yT�hf�yT�hjYT�h��� xT�h� �� � � � f�yT��jYT � xT��� �� dyT�h � � �dyT�� ����

If it is not tractable to evaluate the multiple integrals using numerical integration� we can

resort to straightforward simulation techniques�

� Extensions and Relation to Other Models

In this section we consider some extensions of our basic model in ��� and ���� Next� we

relate our model to some popular alternative models for modeling time varying autore�

gressive parameters�
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��� Extensions

Our model can be extended in several ways� The most obvious extension is to allow for

higher order dynamics in the autoregressive part of the model� that is in equation ���� If

one wants to use the sum of the autoregressive parameters as a measure of persistence

one may opt for the following AR�p� model

yt � �� � �t�yt�� �

p��X
i��

�i�yt�i � �t� ��
�

as the � ���t� parameter equals the sum of the autoregressive parameters of an AR�p�

model in levels�

Another possibility is to consider an AR�p� �� model for �yt � ��� �t�yt��� that is

�yt � ��� �t�yt��� �

p��X
i��

�i�yt�i � ��� �t�yt���i� � �t� ��	�

where the persistence measure now concerns the largest root in the autoregression� Ex�

tensions to moving average structures proceed in a similar way�

With our application below in mind� we currently assume that changes in the au�

toregressive parameter are into one direction� Of course� one may also want to allow for

changes in the other or in both directions� This can be done by allowing �t to enter the

regression ��� if x�t� is smaller than c� ut where c is some unknown constant� which has

to be estimated� or by introducing a second censored regression model to model explicitly

negative values of �t� We relegate these issues to our further research�

��� Related Time Varying Parameter Models

Clearly� the AR�CLEP model is a time series model with time varying parameters� In the

last two decades several other model speci�cations have been proposed to model parameter

variation over time� and some of these models bear similarities with our model� although

there are also some important di�erences�

The threshold model advocated in for example Tong ��	
��� has been quite successful

in describing parameter variation� A simple threshold model is given by ��� in combination






with

�t �

�
�� if x�t� � �
� if x�t� � �

����

However� identi�cation and estimation �especially of �� of this threshold model is very

complicated� as the value of �t depends on an unknown linear combination of variables

exceeding a threshold value� see also Chen ��		��� To overcome this� the indicator function

in ���� may be replaced by a smooth function� see Granger and Terasvirta ��		��� This

smoothed threshold model allows for a continuum of possible values for the AR parameter

between � and �� �� by considering

�t � ��F �x�t�� ����

where F ��� is a continuous function which takes values in the region ��� ��� For example�

F can be the logistic function

F �z� �
�

� � exp�z�
� ����

see also Terasvirta and Anderson ��		���

These threshold models impose an upperbound on the value of the autoregressive

parameter� which contrasts with our model� For example� if �� � �� the maximum value

of the autoregressive parameter is � � ��� An alternative model may now be the model

proposed in Haggan and Ozaki ��	
��� who consider the exponential �EAR� model given

by ��� and

�t � exp�x�t�� ����

As �t is now always positive� this model assumes that the autoregressive parameter is

always in excess of �� Only for a very small value of x�t�� �t gets close to �� and the

autoregressive parameter approximates ��

For the above models� the parameter variation is explained by a linear combination

of exogenous variables x�t�� Recently� there have been several applications of time series

models with time varying autoregressive parameters� where this variation is modeled by

	



an extra random variable instead of by exogenous variables� As an example� one may

de�ne that �t itself follows an AR��� model� that is�

�t � ��t�� � ut� ����

with ut � NID��� ��
u�� see Harvey ��	
�� and Grillenzoni ��		�� among others� The

autoregressive parameter in ��� then follows a stationary autoregressive process around

the mean � if j�j � �� A special case of this model is analyzed in Leybourne� McCabe and

Mills ��		�� and Leybourne� McCabe and Tremayne ��		��� These authors impose � to

be � and discuss several special cases of ����� including � � � and � � �� These so�called

randomized unit root processes allow for time periods with explosive behavior in yt� where

���t is larger than �� but also for periods with ���t � � corresponding to non�explosive

or error correcting behavior� A related model is considered in Granger and Swanson

��		�� who assume that exp����t� follows a �rst order stationary autoregressive process�

Under the restriction that E�exp��� �t�� � �� they obtain a so�called stochastic unit root

�STUR� process� which also allows for sometimes explosive and sometimes approximately

stationary behavior� A common property of these models is that the time variation

in the autoregressive parameters is only explained by an unobserved stochastic process�

which in contrast to our model� where we include observed explanatory variables� Hence

the forecasting ability of these models only depends on the possible correlation in the

unobserved stochastic processes ut and�or �t�

Finally� we mention the Markov switching model� popularized by Hamilton ��	
	�� In

these models� a binary random variable is used to describe the regimes� A simple Markov

switching model is given by ��� and

�t � ��st� ����

where st is either � or �� and where st follows an unobserved �rst order Markov process

with transition probabilities

Pr�st � �jst�� � �� � pt� Pr�st � �jst�� � �� � �� pt�
Pr�st � �jst�� � �� � qt� Pr�st � �jst�� � �� � �� qt

����

��



Hamilton ��	
	� assumes that the transition probabilities are constant over time� that is

pt � p and qt � q� �t� Filardo ��		�� and Diebold et al� ��		�� relax this assumption and

make the transition probabilities a function of explanatory variables

pt �
�

� � exp�x�t�p�
and qt �

�

� � exp�x�t�q�
 ����

In contrast to this model� our AR�CLEP model does not only forecast the occurrence of

positive values of �t� which correspond with a recession� but also yields an estimate of its

size� which provides an explicit expression of the magnitude of persistence of explosiveness

in a recession� Hence� our model does not restrict the degree of extra persistence to a

constant value� as in �����

� Application

To illustrate our model we apply it to seasonally adjusted monthly unemployment rate

of the United States� Figure � shows a graph of the logarithm of this series for the

sample period �	�	�����		����� It is clear from this graph that short �seemingly explosive�

periods of rapidly increasing unemployment are followed by longer periods with a slow

decline in unemployment� possibly to some natural level of unemployment�

To explain possible variation in persistence over the business cycle� we use monthly

seasonally adjusted US industrial production �it�� the log of the oil price in dollars de ated

by seasonally adjusted US CPI �ot�� the log of the Dow Jones index �dt� and the di�erence

between the �� year treasury with constant maturity and a ��month treasury bill rate of

the United States �rt�
�� The inclusion of the oil price is based on the results in Hamilton

��	
��� Tatum ��	

� and Mork ��	
	�� while the results in for instance Harvey ��	

��

Estrella and Hardouvelis ��		�� and Estrella and Mishkin ��		�� suggest that the term

structure of interest is a good predictor for turning points�

�The data are available at the internet site of the Federal Reserve Bank of St� Louis except for the
Dow Jones index� which is taken from Datastream�
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Figure �� The logarithm of US unemployment rate�
�	�	�����		����

��� AR�CLEP Model

We de�ne yt as the log of the unemployment rate� The explanatory variables in the

censored regression ��� are lagged values of �it� rt� �ot and �dt� where �rst di�erences

are taken to remove possible trends from the explanatory series� The estimation period

is �	�	�����		����� Pre�sample observations are used as starting values�

First� we need to determine the order of the autoregression and the lag structure of the

explanatory variables in the censored regression� A �rst order autoregression turns out to

be appropriate to capture the dynamics in the yt series� The diagnostic tests below will

con�rm this� The speci�cation of the lag structure of the explanatory variables is based

on the following approach� First we add rt� �dt� �ot and �it one by one to the censored

regression� In each step the optimal lag structure of the added variable is based on the

maximum value of the likelihood over a range of possible lag structures� At the end of

this procedure� we check whether a change in the lag structure of one of the explanatory
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variables gives a higher value of the likelihood� This results in the following model�

yt � ����
������

� ��	
�
������

� �tI��t � ���yt�� � �t� �t � NID ��������

������
� ��
�

with

�t � ����
������

� ����
������

�it�� � ���	
������

rt�� � ����
������

�ot��� �

����
������

�dt�� � ut� ut � NID ��������

������
�� ��	�

where standard errors appear between parentheses� and where I��� is an indicator function

which is � if the argument holds and zero otherwise�

To check for possible misspeci�cation� we calculate the residuals de�ned in ����� Fig�

ure � shows a graph of these residuals� To check for serial correlation in these residuals

we run regression ���� and test for the signi�cance of the � parameter� The resulting F �

statistic is ���	� which is not signi�cant at the �! level� The F�statistic for ARCH e�ects

based on auxiliary regression ���� equals ���� with p�value ��
�� The ����� normality test

statistic equals ���
 with p�value ���� such that normality cannot be rejected� Finally�

to test for neglected dynamics in the censored regression ��	�� we add the �rst lag of the

explanatory variables to the censored regression model� that is �it�	� rt���� �ot��� and

�dt�
� The likelihood ratio statistic for zero restrictions on these four variables equals


���� which is not signi�cant at the �! level� Hence� there do not seem to be serious

neglected dynamics in the censored regression and in the AR regression� In sum� our

model in ��
� and ��	�� which only contains 	 parameters� does not seem to be seriously

misspeci�ed�

Given its empirical adequacy� we may now interpret the parameters in ��
� and

��	�� If �t � �� the autoregressive coe�cient equals ��	
�� The large AR��� coe��

cient indicates a slow decay towards an equilibrium� This equilibrium may be inter�

preted as the natural unemployment rate� In our case this natural unemployment rate

equals exp�����
��� �	
�� � ��� ������ � �	�	� The persistence in the time series

increases if �t exceeds zero� The time variation in persistence is explained by the ex�

planatory variables in ��	�� Their coe�cients have the expected sign� Negative growth
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Figure �� Residuals from the AR�CLEP model of the
log of US unemployment rate

in industrial production� a negative di�erence between the long and short term interest

rate and a negative Dow Jones return increase the probability of a positive value of �t�

The same applies for an increase in the oil price� The lag structure suggests that in�

dustrial production a�ects the persistence after � months� the term structure of interest

after 	 months� the oil price after �� months and the Dow Jones returns after � months�

Furthermore� the variance of error term of the censored regression ��	� appears to di�er

signi�cantly from zero� and hence our model cannot be reduced to a threshold model with

a nonstochastic threshold�

Figure � shows the estimated conditional probabilities Pr��t �� �jYt� xt� de�ned in �����

Remember that large values of these probabilities indicate periods with higher persistence�

The periods with Pr��t �� �jYt� xt� are found at the beginning and middle of the �	��s and

in the beginning of the �	
�s and �		�s� and they appear to correspond with periods of

increasing unemployment�

The conditional probabilities can be used to determine business cycle turning points�

see Hamilton ��		�� for a similar approach in Markov switching models� We may de�ne
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Figure �� Conditional probabilities Pr��t �� �jYt� xt�
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Figure �� Conditional expectation �� E��tjYt� xt�
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Table �� Peaks and troughs for US unemployment based
on non�smoothed and smoothed conditional probabilities�

Unemployment� NBER
non�smoothed smoothed
peak trough peak trough peak trough

�	��� ����� �	��� ����� �	��� �����
����� ����� ����� ����� ����� �����
�	��� 
���� �	��� 
���� 
���� 
����

���� 
���� 
���� 
���� 
���� 
����
� � 	���� 	���� 	���� 	����

� A recession is de�ned by  consecutive months for which
Pr��t �� 	 j Yt� xt� � 	��� A peak corresponds with the last ex�
pansion observation before a recession and a trough with the last
observation in a recession�

a recession as � consecutive months for which Pr��t �� �jYt� xt� � ��� A trough corre�

sponds with the last observation in a recession and a peak with the last observation in

an expansion� The �rst two columns of Table � display the peaks and troughs resulting

from the conditional probabilities� The peaks and troughs correspond reasonably well

with the o�cial NBER peaks and troughs displayed in the last two columns of Table �

except for the recession in the �		�s� For this last period� we cannot �nd � consecutive

months for which Pr��t �� �jYt� xt� � ��� although according to Figure � a recession seems

plausible� Hence� the rule we have de�ned to determine a recession may be too restrictive�

Therefore� we also consider turning point analysis based on smoothed probabilities� The

smoothed conditional probability that �t �� � at time t is the average of the conditional

probabilities at time t � �� t and t � �� The third and fourth columns of Table � show

the peaks and troughs based on these smoothed conditional probabilities� Now we also

detect the recession in the beginning of the �		�s�

The persistence in the time series in each month follows from the estimated values

of the conditional expectation of � � �t de�ned in ����� Figure � shows this expectation

��
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Figure �� E�ects of a unit shock on future values of the
unemployment series

for each t� The value of the autoregressive parameter is close to ��	
� during expansions

but during recessions its value increases and is sometimes larger than �� indicating very

strong persistence� Note that this explosive behavior is not so severe �with a maximum

value is about ������ and is only temporary such that shocks eventually will die out�

The magnitudes of the autoregressive parameter �� � �t� show that the recession in the

beginning of the �		�s was less severe than the other recessions�

To show the in uence of shocks during recessions on future values of the unemployment

rate� we display the impact of a unit shock in the �rst month of each recession �based

on the turning point results in Table �� in Figure �� Hence we impose a unit shock in

�	�	���� �	����� �	�	���� �	
���� and �		���� and compute the impact of this shock over

time based on the estimated conditional expectations ��E��tjYt� xt� during the recessions�

To make a direct comparison between the long�run impact of shocks during the recession�

we set the AR parameter after the recession back to ��	
�� The graph shows that a unit

shock in �	����� has the largest impact on future values� while a unit shock in �		���� has

the smallest impact� For example� the last unit shock becomes half its size after about ��

��



months� while that of �	����� takes �
 months for the same decay�

��� Forecasting Competition

To compare our AR�CLEP model with alternative time series models with time varying

autoregressive parameters� we perform an out�of�sample forecast comparison� As alter�

native models we consider two linear and three nonlinear models� The linear alternatives

are a simple AR��� model and an AR��� model with additional explanatory variables

yt��xt� This latter model we will denote as an ARXY���� This ARXY��� model assumes

that the xt variables always exercise an e�ect� and that this e�ect can be positive and

negative� Both models are estimated using ordinary least squares� For the xt variables

we take the same variables and lag structure as for the AR�CLEP model in the previous

subsection� To facilitate comparison� we follow the same procedure for the next three

nonlinear models�

As the �rst nonlinear alternative model� we consider the exponential AR model of

order � �EAR���� given in ��� with ����� The parameters in this model are estimated

using nonlinear least squares �NLS�� For the full sample� this results in

yt � ����
������

� ��	��
����
�

� �t�yt�� � �t� ����

with

�t � exp� � ����
������

� ��	�
������

�it�� � ����
������

rt�� � ����
���
��

�ot��� � �	�

��	���

�dt���

����

with estimated standard errors in between parentheses�

The second alternative model is the smoothed threshold model given by ��� with �����

The NLS estimates of this model are

yt � ����
������

� ��	
�
������

� �t�yt�� � �t� ����

�




with

�t � ����
������

�� � exp� � �
��
��
�	�

� ����
������

�it�� � �
��
������

rt�� �

�����
�	����

�ot��� � ���
�
���	�
�

�dt����
�� ����

with again the estimated standard errors between parentheses� For further reference� this

model is denoted as LSTR����

Finally� we consider the Markov switching model with time varying parameters given

in ��� with ���������� We denote this model as MSTVP���� The model is estimated

using the EM algorithm of Dempster et al� ��	���� see Hamilton ��		�� and Diebold et al�

��		��� Its parameter estimates are

yt � ����
������

� ��	��
������

� �t�yt�� � �t� with �t � NID��� ����� ���	

����	� ���	�
� ����

with

�t � ����
������

st ����

where

pt � �� � exp� � �
��
������

� ����
��	���

�it�� � ���	
������

rt�� �

�����
�������

�ot��� � �	��	
�����	�

�dt����
�� ����

and

qt � �� � exp� � �	��
������

� ���	
����	�

�it�� � ����
������

rt�� �

����

�������

�ot��� � ����
�������

�dt����
�� ����

The estimated standard errors appear in between parentheses� Some parameters in the

above shown models may be set equal to zero� but for comparability reasons this is not

pursued here�

�	



To evaluate the out�of�sample forecast performance of the models we hold out the last

��� �
 and 	� months and re�estimate the parameters of the AR�CLEP and the above �ve

models� We generate ��� �
 and 	� one�step ahead forecasts and compare the forecasted

values with the true values� The one�step ahead forecasts for the AR�CLEP model are

generated using ���� and hence we condition on the exogenous variables� For the other

models� ��step ahead forecasts can be generated in a straightforward way� except for the

Markov switching model� The ��step ahead forecast at time T using this model is given

by

E�yT��jYT � xt� � �� �T���yT � ��� �T������ ���yT ��
�

where �T�� � ��� sT �pT�� � sT ��� qT���� that is the probability that sT�� � �� Since

the variable sT is not observed it has to be replaced by an estimate that sT � �� We

use the �lter provided in Hamilton ��	
	� to compute smoothed conditional probabilities

Pr�sT � �jYT � xT ��

Table � shows the results of the forecast comparison� The �rst two columns show the

root mean squared forecast error �RMSE� and the mean absolute percentage forecast error

�MAPE�� We observe that the AR����CLEP model performs best or second best� where

close competitors are the LSTR��� and the MSTVP��� models� The next two columns

give the results of the nonparametric binomial sign test� The �rst column displays the

fraction that the forecast errors of the AR�CLEP are smaller in absolute value than the

forecast errors of the alternative models� The second column shows the p�value of the

one�sided test of equal forecast accuracy against the alternative hypothesis that the AR�

CLEP model is better� It can be seen that oftentimes the di�erences in the forecast

errors are not signi�cant at the ��! level� although there are some exceptions� especially

concerning the linear models� Finally� in the last two columns we give the results for

forecast encompassing tests� These encompassing tests check whether the forecasts of

the competing models have explanatory power for the forecast errors of the AR�CLEP���

model� see Clements and Hendry ��		�� for details� Clearly� for the largest forecasting

sample� which includes the most recent recession� the AR����CLEP model encompasses

rival models but often not the other way around�

��



Table �� Forecast performance comparison�

criteria sign test� encompassing tests�

model RMSE ���� MAPE fraction p�value I II

forecasting sample �		������		����

AR����CLEP ��
 ���
AR��� �	� ��� ����� ����� ��
	 ������ ���
 ������
ARXY��� �	� ��� ����� ����� ���
 ������ ���
 ������
EAR��� �
� ��	 ����� ����� ���� ������ ���
 ������
LSTR��� ��� ��� ���� ���	� ���� ������ ���� ���	��
MSTVP��� ��� ��� ���� ���	� ��	� ������ ���� ������

forecasting sample �		������		����

AR����CLEP ��� ��

AR��� ��� ��	 ����
 ����� ��
� ������ ���� ���		�
ARXY��� ��� ��� �
��
 ����� ���� ������ ���� ������
EAR��� ��� ��� ����
 ����� ���� ����
� ���� ���	��
LSTR��� ��� ��� ����
 ����� ���� ������ ���
 ������
MSTVP��� ��� ��� ����
 ��
�� ��
� ������ ���� ���
��

forecasting sample �		������		����

AR����CLEP ��� ���
AR��� ��	 ��� ���	� ���
� ��
� ������ 
��� ������
ARXY��� ��� ��� ���	� ����� ���� ������ ���� ������
EAR��� ��� ��� ���	� ����� ���� ������ ���� ����
�
LSTR��� ��� ��� ���	� ����� ���� ������ ���� ������
MSTVP��� ��� ��� ���	� ����� ���� ������ 	�		 ������

� A nonparametric sign test� The �rst column displays the fraction k that the forecast errors of the
AR�CLEP model are smaller in absolute value than the forecast errors of the alternative models�
The second column displays the p�value for the corresponding one�sided nonparametric test for
equal forecast accuracy against the alternative that the AR�CLEP model is better� The p�value
equals

P
n

i�nk��
pi��� p�n�i� where n is the number of forecasts� p � �

�
and k is the fraction�

� In column I we report encompassing tests �with p�values between parentheses� to test whether
forecasts generated by the AR�CLEP model encompass forecasts generated by the alternative
model� while in column II we investigate whether the alternative model forecasts encompass the
AR�CLEP model forecasts�

��



� Conclusion

In this paper we proposed a parsimonious time series model� which allows for a higher

degree of persistence during recessions� where these recessionary periods are explained by a

linear combination of lagged explanatory variables� The application to US unemployment

showed that the model yields plausible inference and outperforms alternative models in

terms of forecasting�

An interesting topic for further research is to see if our model can be extended to a

multivariate setting� If so� it is worthwhile to see if the same or other linear combinations

of lagged variables predict recession periods for all variables�

��



Appendix

To derive the �rst derivative of the log likelihood function �	� we consider �rst the partial

derivatives of the unconditional pdf of yt with respect to the model parameters � �

f�� �� ��� �� �ug

� ln�f�ytjYt��� xt� ���

��
�

�
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�
�
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where f�ytjYt��� xt� �� and f�ytjYt��� �t� �� are de�ned in �
� and ��� respectively and where

et � yt � �� �yt��� The total derivative gt�ytjYt��� xt� �� � � ln�f�ytjYt��� xt� ���
�� is a
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vector of stacked partial derivatives
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Hence the �rst order derivative of the log likelihood function �	� equals

�L�YT jxT � ��
��

�
TX
t��

gt�ytjYt��� xt� ��

The maximum likelihood estimator of � denoted by �� is the solution of the �rst order

condition

�L�YT jxT � ��
��

� �

This estimator �� is asymptotically normally distributed with mean � and the covariance

matrix is given by the inverse of the information matrix I� This matrix can be estimated

by evaluating minus the second order derivative of the log likelihood function in � � �� or

by the sum of the outer products of the gradients gt evaluated in ��

�I �
TX
t��

gt�ytjYt��� xt� ���
�gt�ytjYt��� xt� ����

see Hamilton ��		�� p����� for a similar approach in Markov switching time series models�
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